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AICAT - AUSTRIAN INDUSTRIAL COOPERATION & AVIATION
TECHNOLOGY
Austrian Industrial Cooperation & Aviation Technology–is the
One-Stop-Shop within the Austrian Federal Economic Chamber
(WKO) representing the interests of the Austrian Industry in the
Aeronautic Sector to show up potential synergy and
cooperation...
Austria
AT & S AUSTRIA TECHNOLOGIE & SYSTEMTECHNIK AKTIENG
The goal in the pursuit of safety is excellent free flying. Our
experts cooperate closely with our customers´ product
developers to achieve the optimal solutions
Austria
HICO-ICS GMBH
Leading software company in for integrated technical logistics
support systems (ILSS) and In-Service support systems (ISS)
Austria
ISOVOLTA AG
A leading international manufacturer of electrical insulating
materials, technical laminates and composites and maintains a
global presence
Austria
LECAPELL GMBH
Processing and finishing of leather. Lecapell produces an
absolutely unique type of leather using special finishing
processes, this has also been given its own brand name - pellskin
Austria

WFL MILLTURN TECHNOLOGIES GMBH & CO KG
WFL is the only manufacturer worldwide that focuses
exclusively on the production of multifunctional turning-boringmilling centers
Austria
PRECIMETAL FONDERIE DE PRÉCISION
Investment casting - lost wax process - Steel and stainless steel
parts from 1g. to 50 kg / Finished parts, ready for use Heat &
surface treatments, machining.
Belgium
SABCA SA
SABCA designs, builds and upgrades large and complex
elements for aircraft and space launchers
Belgium
A.T.L.A.S. AERONAUTIK INC.
Manufacturer of motor, mechanical and structural parts,
specialized in aeronautic // Solution services of fabrication,
engineering, assemblies en sub-assemblies for the aeronautic
market
Canada
A7 INTEGRATION
Design and manufacturing of machined parts and complex
assemblies
Canada
ACTI INGENIERIE
Engineering
Canada

MCE GMBH
Designing, assembling and erecting complex steel constructions
(steel bridges, structural steel)
Austria
PANKL AEROSPACE SYSTEMS EUROPE GMBH
Pankl with it's operations in the US and Europe, serves the
global aerospace industry as a tier one supplier for complex
drive-train components, engine shafts, in-flight refuelling tubes
and landing-gear parts for fixed and rotary-wing aircraft
Austria

ADVANTAGE AUSTRIA TORONTO
Austrian Economic Chambers. We are modern service providers
and offer fast expert advice on topics from labour laws to
customs information
Canada
AERO MONTREAL
Québec’s Aerospace cluster
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AIR DATA INC

AVIYA TECHNOLOGIES INC

Designs, builds and commercializes innovative, competitive
advanced avionic and electrical power solutions
Canada

Certification, Program Management, Engineering. In-house
capabilities providing support at all levels of product
development
Canada

ALPHACASTING INC
Alphacasting specializes in the production of innovative and
modern castings for the high-tech industry
Canada

BELL HELICOPTER TEXTRON CANADA LTD

ALTITUDE AEROSPACE

BOMBARDIER AÉROSTRUCTURES ET SERVICES D'INGÉNIERIE

Altitude Aerospace offers a wide range of engineering and
manufacturing services covering design, build, project
management, structural analysis and certification of new
products, aircraft modifications and repairs.
Canada

A world-leading manufacturer of innovative transportation
solutions, from commercial aircraft and business jets to rail
transportation equipment, systems and services
Canada

ARNPRIOR AEROSPACE INC.

Leading provider of business improvement solutions. Comprised
of management system certifications, compliance software,
training programs, advisory services, and supply chain solutions
Canada

Mechanical structures used for multiple applications to
aerospace and defense markets. The AS9100 certified, Nadcap
accredited site
Canada
AVERSAN INC.
Aversan is an ISO certified Engineering company providing IT,
Embedded Systems, and IV&V, software and hardware
development
Canada
AVION TECHNOLOGIES
Avion manufactures a wide variety of precision-machined
components for clients who require reliable precision parts and
components with full manufacturing traceability
Canada
AVITEC INC
Avitec is an AS9100 certified manufacturer, specializing in CNC
machining of aeronautical parts and components, design and
manufacturing of specialized cutting tools, jigs and fixtures and
other specialized high performance services.
Canada

Helicopter manufacturer
Canada

BSI GROUP CANADA

BURLOAK TECHNOLOGIES INC.
Canada's leading partner for highly engineered additive metal
and plastic components for demanding applications
Canada
CAE
Simulation products/ Training And services
Canada
CARPENTER TECHNOLOGY (CANADA) LTD
High-performance specialty alloy-based materials and process
solutions for critical applications in the aerospace, defense,
transportation and more
Canada
COLLINS AEROSPACE
Leader in technologically advanced and intelligent solutions for
the global aerospace and defense industry.
Canada
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COORDINATE INDUSTRIES LTD

FDC COMPOSITES INC

High quality precision machined parts for the Aerospace,
Military, Medical and Automotive industries

Design, manufacture and assembly of parts in integrated
composite materials
Canada

Canada

CPG AEROSPACE

FIBROTEK ADVANCED MATERIALS

THE CANADIAN PLASTICS GROUP are a "Build to Print" custom
manufacturer specializing in non-metallics. Specifically we
manufacture machined detail components, vacuum formed
interior components, die cut components, bonding/assembly
and prototyping.
Canada

Fibrotek, founded in 2000, is a company equipped to answer all
your needs in all machinable materials: •Metals and
alloys•Plastics•Composites.
Canada
GARRTECH INC.
Precision Machining and Mold Innovations

CREAFORM

Canada

Creaform specializes in 3D portable optical measurement
technologies and 3D engineering services

GESTION PROXIMA
Canada

CS COMMUNICATION & SYSTEMES INC
CS conducts large, complex projects that include development
and maintenance of technical information and real-time
systems to satisfy the most rigorous requirements for safety and
operational reliability.
Canada
DART AEROSPACE LTD
Provides industry-leading design, manufacturing, and marketcertified solutions for the helicopter and aerospace industry
Canada
DELASTEK INC
Cockpit Integration, Composite Parts, Secondary Structure,
Thermoformated parts, Polyurethane parts, Machining, Tooling
Design ; Engineering and program management teams,Design to
build,Build to print,Qualification tests
Canada
EMBASSY OF THE CZECH REPUBLIC IN CANADA
Embassy of the Czech Republic in Canada accompanying 6-8
Czech companies
Canada

Proxima Management can help you improve the performance of
your major projects
Canada
GLOBAL PARTNER SOLUTIONS INC.
Recovery of critical situations at your suppliers: expediting,
follow-up recovery plan, relationship management. Supplier
Development: personalized audits, risk analysis, rate readiness,
capacity assessments and qualifications.
Canada
GRANBY INDUSTRIEL
To ensure and promote the economic and industrial
development of Granby and region
Canada
HUTCHINSON ANTI-VIBRATION SYSTEMS
Hutchinson Aerospace and Industry located in Montréal,
Québec specializes in the definition, conceptualisation,
qualification and industrialization of composite hybrid and
thermoplastic products destined for the Aerospace and Mass
Transit Markets.
Canada

ETM INDUSTRIES
Leaders in providing high quality CNC machined parts, molded
plastic parts, tools and fixtures as well as complete assemblies
Canada
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HUTCHINSON COMPOSITES SYSTEMS

KOSS AEROSPACE

Hutchinson Aerospace and Industry located in Montréal,
Québec specializes in the definition, conceptualisation,
qualification and industrialization of composite hybrid and
thermoplastic products destined for the Aerospace and Mass
Transit Markets.
Canada

High speed multi axes machining, subassemblies, metal finishing
Canada

HUTCHINSON FABRICATED SEAL SYSTEMS
Hutchinson Aerospace and Industry located in Montréal,
Québec specializes in the definition, conceptualisation,
qualification and industrialization of composite hybrid and
thermoplastic products destined for the Aerospace and Mass
Transit Markets.
Canada
HUTCHINSON FLUID TRANSFER SYSTEMS
Hutchinson Aerospace and Industry located in Montréal,
Québec specializes in the definition, conceptualisation,
qualification and industrialization of composite hybrid and
thermoplastic products destined for the Aerospace and Mass
Transit Markets.
Canada

KOTRA TORONTO
KOTRA connects interested Canadian buyers with South Korean
suppliers, promoting Foreign Direct Investment into South
Korea, and helping Canadian companies expand their
operations to Korea.
Canada
KROMER AVIATION METALS (DIVISION OF SCAN TUBE STEEL)
North American exclusive agent of AVIC Shaanxi Hongyuan
Aviation Forging Company Ltd. (AVIC HYFC) specialized in
forging and casting
Canada
LATECOERE CANADA
Specialises in the customised design, industrialisation and
production of wiring systems, avionics racks and test benches
for the aeronautics, defence and space sectors
Canada
LATESYS CANADA

HUTCHINSON INSULATION SYSTEMS
Hutchinson Aerospace and Industry located in Montréal,
Québec specializes in the definition, conceptualisation,
qualification and industrialization of composite hybrid and
thermoplastic products destined for the Aerospace and Mass
Transit Markets.
Canada
ICAM TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION
The Leading Provider of Multi-CAM NC Post-processing Solutions
Canada

Structural and electrical design engineering services to the
aeronautics. The company also provides turnkey solutions that
span from design to delivery of production tooling, automated
lines and specialized equipment
Canada
LIBURDI ENGINEERING LTD
Providing specialized metallurgical, welding and software
technologies, systems and services to industry.
Canada
MARMEN INC.

J2 GESTION D'APPROVISIONNEMENT INC.
J2 inc. is a consulting firm specializing in the creation and
implementation of supply chain management solutions
Canada

High precision machining and fabrication from small to oversize
top-notch quality products
Canada
MECACHROME GROUP

JITBASE
The “Just-In-Time” Database for Manufacturers
Canada

Machining, assembly and integration of large complex
assemblies and work packages for aerostructures and engine
structures - Machining of medium-large of gantry beds and high
speed machining - Engineering, design and manufacturing
Canada
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MECACHROME GROUP

PCM INNOVATION

Machining, assembly and integration of large complex
assemblies and work packages for aerostructures and engine
structures. Machining of medium-large of gantry beds and high
speed machining. Engineering, design and manufacturing
Canada

PCM Innovation offers solutions for innovation and
industrialization in the aerospace market as an integrator in
engineering, design and fabrication
Canada

MECAER AMERICA INC

Aerospace Commercial Engines and Global Services and parts
Manufacturing
Canada

Conception, ingénierie, intégration, assemblage, inspection et
entretien de composants aéronautiques de tous types.
L'entreprise est spécialisée dans les trains d'atterrissage pour les
hélicoptères et les avions légers.
Canada
MITSUBISHI HEAVY INDUSTRIES CANADA AEROSPACE (MHICA)
Developing and manufacturing key components, such as wings
and fuselages, for civil aircraft
Canada
MSB DESIGN INC
Leading-edge expertise in the highly specialized sector of
engineering and manufacturing of interior components for
business and V.I.P. aircraft
Canada
NSE AUTOMATECH

PRATT & WHITNEY CANADA CORP.

QUEBEC GOVERNMENT
Unit of the Department of International Relations, La
Francophonie and Foreign Trade, which support companies to
develop, strengthen and diversify their markets outside Québec
with services tailored to their needs
Canada
SEGULA TECHNOLOGIES
Engineering: mechanical, composite and electronic design and
calculation. Manufacturing: aero structures (sheet metal
manufacturing and aluminium machining, floor & panels
revites's assembly, electronic card integration, satellite space
tools, etc)
Canada

NSE Group is an international industrial company whose
purpose is to design, build, and sell integrated systems (civil and
military). We are dedicated to give the best performance in
support services in the areas of Defense, Aerospace,
Electronics...
Canada

SOLAXIS INGENIOSITE MANUFACTURIERE

ONTARIO AEROSPACE COUNCIL (OAC)

SONACA NORTH AMERICA

Delegation of Aerospace Companies from Ontario - Canada
Canada

SONACA has specialised in the design, development and
production of aircraft wing leading edges, which comprise its
main market. The company also specialises in wing panels and
fuselage sections.
Canada

OPAL-RT TECHNOLOGIES
OPAL-RT is the world leader in the development of PC/FPGAbased real-time simulators
Canada
OPTIMUM INC
Leader in the conception, manufacturing and sharpening of
cutting tools
Canada

Solaxis specializes in the precise design and manufacture of
functional prototypes, short series parts and specialized tools,
through innovative additive manufacturing technologies
(industrial 3D printing).
Canada

SONOVISION CANADA
Technical Publications, revision, authoring, and conversion.
MSG-3 analysis. Technical Translation
Canada
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STAR NAVIGATION SYSTEMS GROUP LTD

NINGBO XJ AEROTECH CO LTD

We are focused on aviation innovation addressing a wide array
of industry needs, from commercial to military aviation.
Canada

Manufactures space and aviation parts and components,
including special materials for precision parts and custom
designs based on client requests
China

STATE OF BAVARIA QUEBEC OFFICE
Promotion and cooperation between Bavaria and Quebec in all
sectors of its mandate: economy, science, technology, politics,
culture, education, society and media
Canada

TAIKOO (XIAMEN) AIRCRAFT ENGINEERING CO., LTD

STELIA AEROSPACE NORTH AMERICA

WORLD PRECISION MANUFACTURING CO. LTD

Major Design and Build Fuselage Aerostructure Manufacturer,
Metallic and Composite Structures, Tube & Pipes, Panel
Mechanical Milling Technology (replacing Chem Milling), Frozen
Sealing Disribution Services, Design Office Services, Tool Design
Canada

Professionally engaged in processing and designing various
types of precision parts, testing equipment, and automation
equipment.
China

STELIA AEROSPACE NORTH AMERICA
Major Design and Build Fuselage Aerostructure Manufacturer,
Metallic and Composite Structures, Tube & Pipes, Panel
Mechanical Milling Technology (replacing Chem Milling), Frozen
Sealing Disribution Services, Design Office Services, Tool Design
Canada
STRITE PRECISION MACHINING LIMITED
Strite Industries was founded to assist companies that need
superior machining skills to manufacture ultra-precision
components
Canada
TERVENE
Tervene provides its clients with the technology and the skills to
control and improve their operational effectiveness in today’s
rapidly evolving economy.
Canada
TULMAR SAFETY SYSTEMS INC.
Aviation Seatbelts, Escape Slide and Oxygen Cylinders, Life Rafts,
Life Vests, Rental Equipment, Survival Equipment, Interiors,
Unruly Passenger Restraints.
Canada

Base maintenance, line maintenance, part manufacturing, cargo
conversion, component services etc
China

WORKPRESS AVIATION S.R.O.
Manufacturing of components for aviation industry - precise
machining, material cutting (water jet), welding, surface
finishing (anodizing), anodized printing
Czech Republic
ACB - ARIES MANUFACTURING
Aries Manufacturing provides innovative metal forming and
joining solutions to the aerospace industry. We are specialized
in hot forming & superplastic forming titanium and hot stretch
forming of aluminium alloy sheet
France
AD INDUSTRIE
Mechanical engineering - Large technical parts and mechanical
assemblie - Industrialisation
France
AD'OCC
The Investment, Trade & Innovation Agency financed by the
Regional Council, offers free consulting for your corporate
location project in the Occitanie region.
France
AEROSPACE CLUSTER RHONE-ALPES / AUVERGNE
Promotion of Rhone Alpes Region Aerospace Cluster
France
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AEROSPACE VALLEY

BROWN EUROPE SA

Aerospace Valley is a non-profit created on July 13, 2005 to
grow the competitiveness of the Midi-Pyrénées & Aquitaine
regions’ Aeronautics, Space, and Embedded Systems sectors on
the national, European and international levels
France

Manufacture of drawn wires and ground bars in Alloy and
Stainless Steels as well as Superalloys according to aerospace
and/or customers specifications.
France
BUSINESS FRANCE

AIRBUS DEFENCE AND SPACE

France

Established leader in space transportation, satellite systems and
services
France
AIRBUS OPÉRATIONS SAS
Airbus is a leading aircraft manufacturer, with the most modern
and comprehensive aircraft family. Airbus North America offers
the innovative solutions of a global aerospace and defense
industry leader.
France
AIRBUS OPÉRATIONS SAS
Airbus is a leading aircraft manufacturer, with the most modern
and comprehensive aircraft family. Airbus North America offers
the innovative solutions of a global aerospace and defense
industry leader.
France

CADNUM
Cadnum is specialised in the design and the manufacturing of
moulds and special toolings
France
CEFIVAL
Manufacturing of hot extruded special profils and tubes and
flash butt welded rings for aircraft engines in any kind of steels,
stainless steel, nickel and titanium alloys, inconel, etc
France
CONSEIL RÉGIONAL OCCITANIE
Economic Development Council for the Midi Pyrénées region in
France.
France

AIRENCOS

CORSE COMPOSITES AERONAUTIQUES

Expertise in aeronautical - industrial efficiency Financial
Performance - Management Industrial Performance Management Engineering & simulation Training in work
situation

Corse Composites Aéronautiques (C.C.A) is recognized as one of
the top specialists in the development of complex composite
parts for aeronautics applications.
France

France

DAHER

ALPES USINAGE
Bar turning and precision mechanics of high-tech parts in small
and medium series - Machining of difficult materials.
France

Aircraft manufacturer ; Aerostructure design and manufacturer ;
Composite and metallic design and build
France
DERICHEBOURG ATIS AERONAUTIQUE

BLUEFIELD
Consulting
France

Derichebourg offers a wide range of services covering all stages
of the life of the aircraft from production to operation and
technical assistance for asset management.
France
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DIAMOUTILS SAS

PARIS SAINT DENIS AERO

Conception, development in super abrasive diamond and cbn
tools - Tools retrofit
France

PARIS SAINT-DENIS AÉRO is the European leader in the
distribution of metallurgical products for use in the aviation
industry. We supply a complete selection of technical products
used in the construction of airplanes.
France

EES CLEMESSY SA
Production-design-electric power transformer. Automation of
industrial-GTC-IT industrial processes - Maintenance Engineering
France
EUROPE TECHNOLOGIES
Europe Technologies group's development consist in three
activity clusters and five subsidiaries: Composites, mechanical,
ultrasonic
France

PLANSEE TUNGSTEN ALLOYS
PLANSEE's the first port of call for tough tungsten alloys. The
individually designed heavy-metal components are
exceptionally dense and corrosion-resistant and are extremely
suitable for forming and machining processes.
France
SAVOIE RECTIFICATION
Machining, forming, treatment, grinding, control

FIGEAC AERO SA

France

FIGEAC-AERO offers complete services to its customers from the
design phase to the manufacturing of aeronautical
subassemblies
France

SIMAIR
Aerostructures (body structrure, wings, pylon), Composite
materials manufacturing.
France

GIFAS
The French aerospace industries association assembling more
than 366 members from major prime contractors and system
suppliers to small specialist companies.
France
GROUPE LAUAK
Aerospace detail parts, sub assemblies and aircraft structures
France
INOPROD
Flow engineering, development of technical products, risk
management

SOMEPIC TECHNOLOGIE
Specialist in precision engineering of small and medium series
for rail, aerospace, defense and tech sectors of industry / Digital
manufacturing, assembly, 3D control, delivery of productsunder
quality assurance, according to customer drawings
France
SOTIP
International Group located in France and Tunisie,
subcontractor in fine sheet metal production, integration,
wiring, overmoulding, design office.
France

France
JV GROUP
Composite and plastics materials machining and assembly
France
NEXTEAM GROUP

SUPRATEC
SUPRATEC provides Innovative Assembly Solutions in order to
handle and move heavy Aircraft parts with high added value like
: Landing gears – Engines - Sub-system of Engines – Nacelles Sub-system of Nacelles
France

Nexteam Group is a key player in the field of precision
mechanics and hard metal machining.
France
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TESTIA

MATZEN & TIMM GMBH

The specialist in nondestructive diversifies Specializing in
nondestructive testing for aeronautics and space. Worldwide
Services.
France

Design, Development, Production and Sales Hoses, Formparts,
Lightweight Solution, Noise Reduction Solution
Germany

TRONICO

Actuators & Valves - Diverse Hydraulics - Mechanical Assemblies
Germany

TRONICO is a major supplier of OEM’s electronic systems for
Aeronautic, Defence & Security and Space.
France

SITEC AEROSPACE GMBH

AYYAPPA CNC PRIVATE LIMITED
Manufacture and supply CNC machined components

VALANTUR GROUPE

India

Engines Technical Packaging, engine parts and aircraft
structures machining

PUDAK SCIENTIFIC, PT
France

AIRPORT REGION BERLIN BRANDENBURG
Economic Development Agency for Berlin and Brandenburg.
Companies, investors and science institutes interested in
expanding their business activities to Berlin and establish new
offices in the Airport Region Berlin Brandenburg
Germany
AVIASPACE BREMEN EV
The key areas of AVIASPACE are network formation, technology
transfer, and economic growth through fostering young
entrepreneurs and start-ups in particular
Germany
GMT GUMMI METALL TECHNIK-GMBH
GMT designs and manufactures tie-rods, shock-mounts and
bushings specifically developed for aircraft applications.
Through innovative solutions we have created a broad range of
stainless steel, aluminum, composite and titanium tie-rod
families
Germany
IABG - INDUSTRIEANLAGEN-BETRIEBSGESELLSCHAFT MBH
We are closely networked business group and offer integrated,
future-oriented solutions in the sectors Automotive, InfoCom,
Mobility, Energy & Environment, Aeronautics, Space, Defense &
Security
Germany

a premiere contract manufacturer of precision parts and
components, combining more than 70 CNC machines
Indonesia
CROOM PRECISION MEDICAL
Specialised engineering manufacturing services to the
international aerospace industry. The company which is AS9100
approved, also has SC21 supply chain status and is a member of
multiple aerospace international cluster organisations.
Ireland
DAWNLOUGH LTD
Structural Precision Machined Parts
Ireland
DPF ENGINEERING
DPF Engineering support the aerospace supply chain through
engineered component excellence, manufacturing parts for use
in the Wing, Fuselage, Wing Box and Nacelle
Ireland
ENTERPRISE IRELAND
Enterprise Ireland is the government organisation responsible
for the development and growth of Irish enterprises in world
markets
Ireland
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TAKUMI PRECISION ENGINEERING LTD

DEMA SPA

Our expertise in Computer Aided Design allows us to replicate in
2D and/or 3D all of our customers requirements. We have
particular expertise in machining “difficult or exotic” materials
such as 316L & 17-4 stainless as well as vitallium and titanium
Ireland

Project engineering, manufacturing engineering, sheet metal
processing, composite part production, new material
development, research and testing, related processing
technologies (e.g. titanium), heat treatments and special
processes, or assembly
Italy

A.L.A. SPA
ESSETI MECCANICA DI PRECISIONE SRL

Advanced logistic for aerospace.
Italy

Precision mechanics
Italy

AIAD - ITALIAN INDUSTRIES FEDERATION FOR AEROSPACE,
DEFENCE AND SECURITY

FLAME SPRAY SPA

Italian companies for Aerospace, Defense and Security
Italy

Thermal Spray, Diffusion coatings, Slurry coatings, Cladding and
Welding
Italy

ALFA MECCANICA SRL
ICE - ITALIAN TRADE AGENCY

High precision machining for aeronautical and aerospace
sectors, CNC milling and turing 3/4/5 axies, die-sinking/wire
E.D.M machining, unit assembly

Promoting Italian Aerospace Companies
Italy
Italy

ALTEC SPA

IDS - INGEGNERIA DEI SISTEMI SPA
Software e hardware

ALTEC – Advanced Logistics Technology Engineering Center – is
the Italian center of excellence for the provision of engineering
and logistics services to support operations and utilization of
the International Space Station
Italy

LMA SRL

BRETON SPA

MANDELLI SISTEMI SPA

Production of 3,4,5, and 6 axis upper gantry machining centres
for the processing of components in composite materials,
aluminum, steel and super-alloys in the aerospace, automotive,
general engineering areas
Italy

Manufacturing of machining centers and flexible machining
systems

BYTEST SRL

Manta group offer the most advanced technologies in the fields
composite material production;
Italy

Services in special processes : Material Testing and Non
Destructive Testings -We are an Examination Center of ITANDTB
according to EN 4179, we can make NDT personnel training and
examination
Italy
CRIPPA SPA
Plastique et caoutchouc Mécanique

Italy

Mechanical Machining for the Aerospace Industry
Italy

Italy
MANTA GROUP - SCS

MANUFACTURING PROCESS SPECIFICATION
We offer a Turn Key Product, Advanced Technologies, Advanced
Qualifications, Advanced Management & Full Service to
Commitment in Special, Processes & job (/project) management
Italy

Italy
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MEPIT SRL

SUPERJET INTERNATIONAL SPA

Manufacturing of precision mechanical parts according to
customer drawing

Aircraft manufacturing
Italy
Italy

MICRA DI PUPIN AMOS E RUBEN SNC

TIBENI SRL
Aerostructures, Landing gears, parts & assemblies

We are specialized in high precision mechanical parts as per
customer’s drawing in different materials like titanium and
Aluminum

Italy
UMBRIA AEROSPACE SYSTEMS SRL
Italy

MORELLO SPA

Company have several years of experience on design,
qualification, test, production of airborne systems
Italy

Precision Mechanics
Italy

AERO GROUP
The AERO Group is a multi-disciplined engineering, design and
construction firm, specializing in planning, design and
construction of today's most advanced airport terminal-based,
fixed ground-support gate systems.
Japan

O.V.S. VILLELLA SRL
O.V.S. Villella main activities are maufacturing of aerospace
structures, sheet-metal, welding, piping, machining, NDI and
surface treatments.
Italy

ASAHI KINZOKU KOGYO INC.
PIEMONTE / AGENCY TORINO PIEMONTE AEROSPACE
Torino Piemonte Aerospace provides international players a
free preferential channel to meet and start business with 120
top class aerospace & defense selected enterprises based in
Piemonte, Italy
Italy

Asahi Kinzoku Kogyo Inc. is one of the largest supplier of surface
treatment for aircraft parts in Asia, "One-Stop-Shop" system is
its remarkable characteristic that covers Machining, NDT, Shot
Peening, Anodizing, Plating, HVOF Thermal Spray Coating
Japan
CTRM SDN BHD

PIETRO ROSA TBM
Aerostructural components and assemblies, compressor airfoils
(blades, vanes, IBRs, fanblades, VSVs) to the key OEMs.
Italy
ROBOTICOM - FABBRICA MACHINALE

Developing and Producing aircraft composites components and
investment holding, investing in designing, developing and
manufacturing of composites for aerospace and non aerospace
application
Malaysia
CURGE ADVANCED SND BHD

Advanced robotic applications
Italy
SIDERFORGEROSSI GROUP
The vast range of products and services makes Siderforgerossi
Group SpA a front-runner on hot-rolled rings, forgings and
closed-die products weighing from 10 kg to 30,000 kg in
different types of steel.
Italy

DESIGN, FABRICATION, ASSEMBLY OF PARTS & ENGINEERING
SERVICESclients to manage their Localization and Supply Chain
Activities in Asia
Malaysia
JECMETAL INDUSTRIES SDN BHD
Providing turnkey manufacturing service for precision machined
parts and tooling parts manufacturing, as well as part
integration into sub-assembly and equipment assembly.
Malaysia
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MALAYSIA AEROSPACE INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION

POLISH INVESTMENT & TRADE AGENCY

Aerospace association
Malaysia
MATRADE - MALAYSIA EXTERNAL TRADE DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATION

Polish Investment and Trade Agency (PAIH) works to increase
the inflow of investments to Poland and the outflow of Polish
FDI. It also does it best to intensify the Polish exports.
Poland

Governmental agency - Promoting Malaysia's Enterprises To The
World
Malaysia

POLSA - POLISH SPACE AGENCY

STRAND AEROSPACE MALAYSIA SDN BHD

PZL MIELEC - POLSKIE ZAKLADY LOTNICZE SP. Z O.O.

Structural Design and Analysis, Aircraft Structural Integrity
Malaysia

Aerostructures manufacturer. World class airframe assembly
supplier, complete design, engineering and production
capability with own Supply Chain base. Aircraft manufacturer.
Poland

UMW M&E SDN BHD
UMW Manufacturing & Engineering Division (M&E) is primarily
responsible for the manufacturing of products in the aerospace
and automotive industries, as well as the manufacturing and
distribution of lubricants
Malaysia

Polish Space Agency
Poland

SATREVOLUTION S.A.
Spacecrafts design and Spacecrafts subsystems design
Poland
KOREAN AEROSPACE VALLEY

INVENTEC PERFORMANCE CHEMICALS MEXICO, SA DE CV
Leader of innovating chemical solutions for high tech industries
Mexico
AGENCE MAROCAINE DE DEVELOPPEMENT DES
INVESTISSEMENTS

Development of marketing strategy for Korean Aerospace
industries Companies, the small and medium size companies
South Korea
ACITURRI AERONAUTICA S.L.U.

Moroccan Investment Development Agency
Morocco
AP-TECH SPOLKA ZOO
Systems and technologies for airports and aviation

Aciturri is a first level supplier for equipped aero structures for
the main aeronautic constructors. The Aciturri Value Chain offer
to the final client a completed product: Design y Calculation,
Tools Manufacturing, Manufacturing, Subassembly
Spain
AEROTECNIC

Poland
BSSTC.PL SP. ZOO
Produces obstacle lighting in air traffic and airport lighting
Poland
DIOXID SP. Z O.O.

Integral and complete service in management and manufacture
of elemental and aeronautical structure. Main activities: Metal
Materials: Machining, Milling and Turning (CNC 3,4,5 axis),
Trimming by CNC, Grinding, Composite Machining (CNC 5 axis)
Spain
AIRTIFICIAL DEFENSE & SPACE

Manufactures fixtures for the aviation industry
Poland

Designs, engineers, and manufactures composite parts and
structures for use in aerospace, automotive, civil works, railway,
and security industries worldwide
Spain
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ARITEX CADING S.A.

AERO METALS ALLIANCE

Aritex develops, manufactures and installs production and
assembly lines for the main manufacturers worldwide in the
aeronautics and automobile sectors, such as EADS, Airbus,
Bombardier, Comac, Embraer, Volkswagen, SEAT, Audi or
Mercedes-Benz
Spain

Aero Metals Alliance (AMA) provides Aluminium, Stainless Steel,
Alloy Steel, Titanium, Nickel Alloys and supply chain
management services to the world’s leading aerospace
United Kingdom

CONFEDERACIÓN DE EMPRESARIOS DE LA PROVINCIA DE
CÁDIZ (C.E.C.)
Non-profit business organization, whose aims are the defense of
business interests, the promotion of economic activity and
commitment to the socio-economic development of the
province of Cádiz (Delegation of companies)
Spain
EXTENDA - TRADE PROMOTION AGENCY OF ANDALUCIA
Trade promotion agency of Andalucia (Delegation of companies)
Spain

GARDNER AEROSPACE LIMITED
Machines, fabricates, treats, assembles, and repairs, small to
large precision parts, kits, sub-assemblies and assemblies in soft,
hard, and exotic metals
United Kingdom
IHI EUROPE LTD
IHI provides wide variety of power generating products
including gas turbines, diesel engines and gas engines with
simple-cycle, co-generation and combined-cycle power systems
United Kingdom
TRITECH GROUP LTD
Supplier of aluminium and stainless steel investment castings
United Kingdom

INFASUR
Services integrated in the fields of design, manufacture,
installation and setting up of: elementary, subassemblies,
tooling, etc...

ACMT MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
Spain

Manufacturing and repair of Aircraft engine and Helicopter
parts both metal and non-metal components.
USA

M&M, MECANIZADOS Y MONTAJES AERONAUTICOS
Specialized in the manufacture of sheet metal components and
detail parts that meets the sector’s needs and requirements
Spain

ADEPT FASTENERS INC.
Distributor of Aerospace Fasteners, Bearing and Electronic
Hardware
USA

MAVE AERONAUTICA, S.L.U.
Tooling quality and maintenance quality, Inspection & quality
Engineering
Spain

AERNNOVA US
Aernnova Coponentes Mexico is provide metallic parts:
Machined Parts, Surface Treatments and Sheet Metal Parts
USA

TITANIA, ENSAYOS Y PROYECTOS INDUSTRIALES S.L.
Quality control testing of aerospace materials

AIRBUS AMERICAS
Spain

PRODIJ
Machining
Tunisia

Airbus is a leading aircraft manufacturer, with the most modern
and comprehensive aircraft family. Airbus North America offers
the innovative solutions of a global aerospace and defense
industry leader.
USA
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AIRTECH SUPPLY, INC.

DELOITTE CONSULTING LLP

CNC sheet metal machining operation: sheet metal routing of
complex shapes; water-jet machining of titanium, stainless, and
composites; and Brake Press and Aluminum Hydro Forming
USA

Research & consultancy firm

ALABAMA DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
The Alabama Department of Commerce is the lead business
development and trade
USA

USA
ELLISON SURFACE TECHNOLOGIES INC
Thermal spray coating application (HVOF, plasma spray), heat
treating, vapor phase aluminizing (VPA), platinum plating and
other special processes for aircraft engines, landing gear and
airframe components
USA

ALIGN AEROSPACE USA

ESSEX INDUSTRIES INC

Supplier of hardware and related components to a broad range
of aerospace and defense OEMs
USA

Develops & manufactures platform controls & aircraft
components (e.g., hydraulic pulsation dampeners, flame
arrestors & a large variety of valves). Also offers build-to-print
services for components, assemblies & systems
USA

AMERICAN AEROSPACE CONTROLS INC.
AC/DC Current and Voltage Sensors. Off-the-shelf and custom
designed. Fully qualified to DOI-160 and MIL-STD.
USA

EXCENT USA
Industrial solution designer and integrator
USA

ATLAS STAMPING & MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
Precision metal stamped seals, gaskets, washers, brackets, and
shims, as well as a provider of assemblies, tool making, tooling
design and ancillary services
USA

GARDNER BUSINESS MEDIA

AXON' CABLE INC.

Distributor of litanium, aluminum, nickel stainless steel, alloy
and bronze products in bar, sheet, tube, wire and forgings.

Manufacturing of electrical wires, cables, connectors and wiring
harnesses
USA
BOEING COMMERCIAL AIRPLANES

Technical Publications
USA
INDUSTRIAL METALS INTERNATIONAL LTD

USA
KAMAN COMPOSITES STRUCTURES
Design, engineer, and fabricate custom advanced carbon and
fiberglass composite structures
USA

Boeing delivers a family of technologically advanced and
efficient airplanes to customers around the world
USA
BOEING DEFENSE, SPACE AND SECURITY
One of The Boeing Company’s three business units. Its portfolio
includes manned and unmanned systems; space and satellite
systems; intelligence and security systems; and extensive
integration expertise
USA

KARVI GROUP
Karvi Group is an US consulting firm dedicated to supporting
international business development, consulting and
representation of key regions, industries and companies,
including the Rocky Mountain regions of Montana and Utah.
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LEGGETT & PLATT AEROSPACE

NATIONAL MANUFACTURING CO., INC

Welded and seamless tubing (Titanium, Inconel, Stainless Steel,
Aluminum), tube bending, welding and precision machining to
support tube/duct fabrication and assemblies
USA

Contract manufacturer of precision deep and shallow drawn
metal stampings and enclosures in difficult-to-draw metals for
the aerospace industry
USA

LIQUID MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS

NATIONAL PRECISION BEARING

Aircraft Fuel Gauging; Fuel Management

Factory Authorized Master Distributor of Bearings, Bushings,
Rod Ends and Sphericals for Aerospace and Defense

USA

USA

LOCKHEED MARTIN
Lockheed Martin is a global security and aerospace company
that employs about 113,000 people worldwide and is principally
engaged in the research, design, development, manufacture,
integration and sustainment of advanced technology systems,
products
USA

NORTH COUNTRY ENGINEERING CO

MANUFACTURING SOLUTIONS INC

NORTH HARTLAND TOOL CORPORATION

MSI provides quality, cost-effective contract manufacturing
services: Prototypes, Composites, Supply Chain Management,
Process Design, Lean Assembly
USA

Complete Design and Manufacture of Precision Tools, Gages
and Fixtures

MICROWIRE TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS

Custom precision gears and complex machining capabilities

Specializing in Ultra Fine Wire/Fine Pitch Terminations, Down to
49 AWG Coax
USA
MISSISSIPPI GULF COAST ALLIANCE FOR ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT
Mississippi Gulf Coast Alliance for Economic Development is an
economic development entity that assists companies with
incentives and provides site location services
USA
MISSOURI DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Economic development agency
USA
MURPHY AND NOLAN, INC
Murphy and Nolan, Inc. is a metals distributor specializing in
aerospace and industrial alloys and related value added services.
USA

Contract manufacturing of precision-machined parts and
assemblies, servicing the Aerospace, Valve and Pipe Line,
Industrial Pump, Defense System Component Manufacturing
and precision electric motor industries
USA

USA
PRECISION AEROSPACE COMPONENTS INC.
USA
PROGRESSIVE ALLOY STEEL
Progressive Alloy Steels Unlimited offers a full line of Stainless
Steel and Aerospace products in popular shapes and grades.
USA
PROJECTS UNLIMITED INC.
Manufacture a variety of products from electronic circuit board
and box assemblies, to harnesses, cables, and wiring interface
units
USA
RENO MACHINE COMPANY
Specializes in large-part precision manufacturing, as well as
durable tooling and complex molds for today’s composite part
and structure fabrication
USA
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SATELLITE TOOL & MACHINE, INC.

TECT AEROSPACE

Satellite Tool & Machine Co., Inc. was established in 1980 in
East Windsor, CT. Our climate controlled facility covers 27,000
square feet in manufacturing plus 6,500 square feet of offices
and engineering.
USA

Aerospace machine + Forging manufacturer for engine and
aerostructure

SERCEL AEROSPACE
Manufacturer of high-precision electro-mechanical components
located in Houston, Texas
USA
SILICON FOREST ELECTRONICS

USA
TITANIUM PROCESSING CENTER
Stocking distributor of Commercially Pure and Titanium Alloy
products in bar, sheet, plate, pipe, tubing, fasteners, fittings and
more
USA
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Assistance to US exporting companies

Electronics manufacturing services

USA
USA

STATE OF TEXAS - OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR
Delegation of Texas aerospace companies
USA

UPSTATE SC ALLIANCE
Economic development entity promoting multi-county regions
within the state of South Carolina
USA

STEPHENS PRECISION INC.

VERMONT CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Manufacturing facility in Vermont registered to ISO 9001,
AS9100:2009 (rev C) and ITAR and specializing in the fabrication
of mechanical assemblies, components, and tooling
USA

The Vermont Chamber of Commerce is on a mission: to help its
members grow their businesses and the Vermont economy
USA

SUNSHINE METALS

International Trade & Foreign Investment

Supplier of specialty metals and custom supply chain services
for aerospace and defense applications
USA
SUPERIOR TECHNICAL CERAMICS CORP.
STC designs and manufactures technical ceramics for the
aerospace industry, including instrumentation, control, engine
monitoring, guidance, optics and turbine ignition systems
USA

VERMONT GLOBAL TRADE PARTNERSHIP
USA
ZEUS INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS INC.
Polymer extrusion manufacturer and material science
innovator. Zeus's extruded products include PTFE, PEEK, FEP,
PFA, ETFE, NeoTem, and other advanced polymers.
USA
ZIMMERMANN INC.
Vertical and Horizontal milling solutions. Large 3, 4 and 5 axis
machining centers for the machining of Aluminum, Titanium
and composite materials used in the Aerospace Industry
USA

SUPPLYON NORTH AMERICA
SupplyOn provides Supply Chain software and services to
aerospace companies in the United States
USA
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